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K a ne and Karp [ 196+] h ave giv(' n a n approximate t reatm.ent of Lhe re fl ec t ion of elec
tromagnetic waves at t he plane interfa ce between two homogeneo us dielectric~ . They in
trod uced an approxim ~,te linea l' boundar.v co ndi t ion wh ich is n more acc urate vers ion of 
the well-known Leontov ich boundary co ndi t ion. It was noted t hat usc o f t he n ew boundary 
cond ition is equivalent to writing the reflection coe ffi cients of t he interface in a certa in ap
prox imate form. In the present paper some reflec tion coefficients for a cont inuously st rat i
fi ed sem i- infinite med ium a rc obtained in t his approx imate form by u sin g known sol ution s 
fo r t he fi eld distributions. L ineal' a nd expo nent ial p rofi les of t he refractiv e index are 
considered, for both hor izontall y a nd ver t ically pola rized WfLVes. 

1. Introduction 

Kane and Karp [1964] have gi \'en an approximate 
treatment of the reflection of electromagnetic waves 
at the plane interfftce between two homogeneous 
dielectrics. Tn that work they introduced an approxi
mate lineal' boundary co ndition, which is a more 
accurate vers ion of the well-known Leontovich 
boundary condition [e.g., Brekhovskikh, 1960] . J.t 
was noted that use of the new boundary condition is 
equivalent to writing the reflection coefficients of the 
interface in the approximate form 

(1) 

where C= cos 8 and S =sin 8, e being the angle of 
incidence. 

Kane and Karp [1964] then obtained the Fresnel 
reflection coefficients of the interface between two 
homogeneous media in the approximate form (1) by 
making sui table choices of A and B . 

It was mentioned by Kane and Karp [1964] that 
their approximate procedure need not be restricted 
to the case of two homogeneous dielectrics, bu t may 
be extended to other cases in which the reflection 
coefficient of some medium is known. 

The purpose of the present paper is to consider the 
reflection of wa\Tes from a continuously stratified 
semi-infinite medium. Linear and exponential pro
files of the refracti ve index are co nsidered, for both 
horizontally an d vertically polarized waves. Ex
pressions for the surface admittance and surface 
impedance of the half-space are obtained from the 

known solutions for the field distributions. The 
asymptotic expansions of these resul ts ftre used to 
obtain expressio ns for the coefficients A and B in 
(1). Thus the approximate procedure of TCwe and 
Kn,rp (1964) is extend ed to the case of refiection from 
,t co ntinuously stratified semi-infinite medium. 

2. Basic Theory 

In ,t h Ol'i;1,Ontally stratified medium, horizontally 
and vertically polarized electro magnetic fields can 
be represented by a magnetic Hertz vector , n m, and 
an electric Hertz vector , n °, respectively, these two 
vectors hil,ving vertical 0 1' z co mponents only 
[Bremmer, 1958J. 

It is found after separation of variables that the 
z vahations of the magnetic and electric H er tz 
vectors are given by functions jm(z) and 1'(z), r e
spectively , where these satisfy [Bremmer, 1958] 

(2) 

and 

(3) 

where 

(4) 

In these equations k( z) = kon( z), where n(z) is the 
refr acti ve index and ko= w/c, w b eing the ftngular 
frequency of the fields and c the speed of light in 
free space. Also, "/ = koS is a propagation constan t, 
of the waves. 
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In the case of horizontal polarization, the electric 
and magnetic fields E and H are obtained from 

(5) 
and 

(6) 

A time factor e- iwt is assumed and the permeability, 
Jio, of the medium is taken to have the free space 
value everywhere. For plane waves propagating in 
the x-direction with %Y= 0, the wave admittance 
Y is defined by 

1 1 dfm 

= iWJiojm dZ . 

(7) 

(8) 

For vertically polarized fields, E and H are given by 

E=k~oz) \7 X \7 X {k(z) rre} 

and 

Then, the wave impedance Z is defined by 

Z= Ex 
H y 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

The waves are considered to be incident from free 
space onto a stratified half space which stretches 
from z= o to Z= 00. The surface admittance Y s and 
surface impedance Z s of the interface are defined to 
be Y and Z evaluated at z= O. 

The reflection coefficients Eh and Ev for hori
zontally and vertically polarized waves, respectively 
can be written [Wait, 1962] , 

where a and b are independent of z. Then [Gould 
and Burman, 1964; Forsterling and Wiister, 1952] 

and 

where 
p = i'l/4ab. (18) 

The W's are Whittaker functions, the notation hav
ing its usual meaning [Magnus and Oberhettinger, 
1949; Slater, 1960]. 

The requirement that the fields must not become 
infinite as z-o. oo must be satisfied. The Whittaker 
functions have the asymptotic expansion [Magnus 
and Obm'hettinger, 1949; Slater, 1960] 

which is applicable for large values of Igl, provided 
larg gl< 3'7T-j2. For large z the arguments of the 
Whittaker functions in (16) and (17) are approxi
mately ± iabz2• Thus it is seen from (19) that if the 
imaginary part of ab is positive, the lower signs in 
(16) and (17) must be taken. If the imaginary part 
of ab is negative the upper signs must be taken. 

From (16) and (17) it is seen that 

y =_l_ [ - b 
iWJio 2(1 + bz) 

± 2' (1 + b ) W~P. l / 4 { ± ia(l + bZ)2/b l] (20) 
W z W±P,l /4{ ± ia(l + bz)2jb l 

and [Burman and Gould, 1964] 

Eh C-'r/oYs 
C+ 'r/oYs 

where a dash denotes differentiation with respect to 
(13) the argument. From these 

and 

Ev 'r/oC-Zs 
'r/oC+ Z, 

(14) 

where 'YJo = (JiO/EO)I /2= WJio/ko, EO being the permitti"ity 
of free space. 

3 . Linear Profile 

In this sec tion the con tin U ously s tra tified semi
infinite medium is taken to have a refractive index 
profile given by 

k(z)= a(1 + bz ), (15) 

Y =~ [ ib ± 2W~ I). 1 / 4 (± ia/~)] 
8 WJio 2a W ±P,l/4( ± ia/b) 

and 

Z = WJio [ -ib ±2 W~P.3/4 (±ia/b ) ] . 
s a 2a W ±P.3/4(±ia/b) 

The asymptotic approximation (19) gives 

W;m (q) 
Wp,rn (q) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

Thus, if the medium does not vary too rapidly so 
that la /bl is large, the expansion (24) can be used to 
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give 

a [ i b 1'2 3b2 y4 i b-,/ J 
Y ,=- =Fl+-2 ±-2 2=f S-----z±-S 4+-2 3 + . . , (25) WJ.l.o a a a a a 

(26) 

4. Exponential Profile 

The situation is the same as that considered in the 
last section except that the continuously stratified 
semi-infinite medium. has a refractive index profile 
given by 

(27) 

where a and b are independent of z, and b is real and 
positive. From the work: of Brekhovskikh [1960], 
Galej s [1961], Wait [1962 ], and others, it follows that 

fm(z) = n~1 ,2) (~ eD Z) (28) 

where 
ci= 'Yz/ b2, (29) 

and 

p(z) = n~1 , 2 ) (~ eDZ) (30) 

where 
(32= ('Y2+b2)/b2. (31) 

The H's are Hankel functions, the notation having 
its usual meaning [Magnus and Ober'hettinger , 1949], 

The r equirement that the fi elds must not become 
infinite as z-? co must be sa tisfi ed. The Hankel 
functions have the asymptotic expansions [M agnus 
and Oberhettinger, 1949] 

H ;l ) (p) =(}JI/2 exp { i (p _v; _~) } 
[H i(4~;1) + .. . J (32) 

and 

H;2)(p ) = (7r~y /2 exp { -i (p_v; _~)} 
[1 i(4v~;1)+ ... J (33) 

valid for Ipl> >1 and Ipl> >Ivl. Thus, since b> O it 
is seen t hat when Re (ia)<O the Hankel function of 
the first kind must be chosen in (2S) and (30). When 
Re (ia»O, the Hankel functions of the second kind 
must be chosen. 

From (2S) and (3 0) it is seen that 

H~1,2 ) 1 (~ eDZ) 
y = ae bZ b 

i WlLo H~1 ,2) (~ eD Z) 
(34) 

and [Burman and Gould, 1964] 

(35) 

where a dash denotes differentiation wi th respect to 
the argument, From these 

(36) 

and 
Z = WJ.l.o [~+ n ;I,2 )I(a/b)J . 

, ia a n ;l, 2) (a/b) (37) 

The asymptotic approximations (32) and (33) gi ve 

, 1 i(4vZ- 1) 
=f~ -;:;- ± 8? + .. . , 

L-p p-
(3S) 

where the upper and lower signs apply wh en the 
Hankel functions of the second and fil'St kinds, 
respectively, are taken. 

I-Ience, if the medium. does not vary too r apidly 
so that Ib/al« l and la/bl»lal, the expansion 
(38) can be used to gi \Te 

a [ i b y 2 b2 J Y ,=- =f l + -2 ± -2 z=f -8 .+ ... ' WJ.l.o a a a-
(39) 

Similarly if Ib/al< < 1 and la/bl> >1(31, then 

(40) 

The expressions (3 9) and (40) are seen to be very 
similar to the corresponding expressions (25) and 
(26) for a linear profile of refracti ve index, 

5. The Resulting Expansions 

From (13) and (14) in section 2, it is seen that 
writing R" and RV in the form gi\ren by (1) is equiva
lent to writing 

(41) 

and 

(42) 

In the case of a linear profile of refractive index, 
(25) shows that 

(43) 

and 

(44) 
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where the subscript h denotes horizontal polariza
tion. In obtaining (43) and (44) the term in 
'Y4 j(Sa4) in (25) has been neglected. This term 
would contribute to terms in 8 4 in (1), corresponding 
to the use of a higher order boundary condi
tion [Kane and Karp, 1964]. 

Equation (26) shows that 

(45) 

and 

B =~ [ -,--- k~ _fk~b+ ] (46) 
v a -,--- 2a2 2a3 ••• 

where the subscript v denotes vertical polarization . 
In these equations the term in 'Y4 j(Sa4 ) in (26) has 
been neglected. 

In the case of an exponential variation of re
fractive index, (39) shows that for horizontal 
polarization 

a [ ib b2 ] Ah= k;; =t= 1+2a =t=Sa2 + ... (47) 

and 

(4S) 

For vertical polarization: 

(49) 

and 

(50) 

When b= O, the half-space z> O is homogeneous 
with refractive index n =ajko. Putting b= O in 
(43) to (50) gives: 

A/!= =t= n , (51) 

B/!= =t= 1j2n , (52) 

A v= =t= l j1i, (53) 
and 

B v= =t= 1j2n3 • (54) 

These may be compared with the results obtained 
by Kane and Karp [1964] for reflection from an 
interface separating two homogeneou s media. 

6. Conclusion 

Some approximate formulas relating to the 
reflection of waves from a continuously stratified 
semi-infinite medium have been obtained. These 
correspond to the use of an approximate linear 
boundary condition [Kane and Karp, 1964] which 
is a more accurate version of the well-known Leonto
vich boundary condition. Linear and exponential 
profiles of the refractive index of the semi-infinite 
medium have been considered, for both horizontally 
and vertically polarized waves. 

Thus, the approximate procedure of Kane and 
Karp [1964] has been extended to the case of reflec
tion from a continuously stratified semi-infinite 
medium. The results obtained reduce to those 
given by Kane and Karp [1964] when appropriate 
special cases are taken. 
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